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The K-shell x-ray and ionization cross sections are

measured for protons on Ag, Cd, Sn, Sb, Te, Ba, and La over

the ion energy range of 0.6 to 2.0 MeV. The data are compared

to the predictions of the PWBA, the PWBA with corrections for

binding energy and/or Coulomb deflection, the BEA, and the

constrained BEA predictions. In general, the non-relativistic

PWBA with binding energy correction gives the best overall

agreement with the measurements of proton-induced x-ray pro-

cesses for the K-shell of the elements studied in this work.

The data further suggest the need for relativistic PWBA treat-

ment of the interactions in the K-shell for the range of

binding energies represented by the elements investigated in

this work.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

When a target is bombarded by charged particles, the

primary interaction is ionization of the bound electrons of

the target atoms. If an inner-shell electron vacancy is

produced by this interaction, an outer-shell electron may fall

into the vacancy created, with the resultant emission of

either an x-ray or an Auger electron. The energy of the x-ray

emitted is the difference between the binding energy of the

ejected electron and that of the electron filling the vacancy.

For example, if there is a vacancy in the K-shell, the tran-

sition of an electron from the LII-shell to the K-shell may

result in the emission of a Ka2 x-ray with the energy equal

to the difference in the binding energies of the K- and

LII-shells, i.e., AE = Bk-BLII = hv, where v is the frequency

of the K x-ray. Alternately the K-shell vacancy may be filled

with the emission of an Auger-electron having a kinetic energy

KL given by:

KL = AE - BLII = Bk - 2BLII

The fluorescence yield is defined as the number of x-ray

quanta per vacancy in the shell, and describes the probability

of each process. The probability of x-ray emission increases

with the atomic number of the elements and is nearly 1 for high Z.

1
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The usual x-ray spectrum, made up of characteristic peaks

and continuum (bremsstrahlung), is observed if the incident

particles are electrons. When the incident particle is more

massive, for example, proton, He-3, or Alpha, the same char-

acteristic peaks are observed but the continuum will be almost

non-existant. The massive particle will not be appreciably

deflected in the Coulomb field of the target nucleus, which

explains the relative absence of heavy particle bremsstrahlung.

Thick target ion-induced bremsstrahlung is more significant

due to the large number of ion-electron interactions in the

thick target, which, in turn interact with the atoms of the

target producing bremsstrahlung. The presence of this

bremsstrahlung introduces an additional error in the measure-

ments by increasing the background to peak ratio, thus making

it harder to extract the peaks.

Charged particle excited x-rays were detected as early

as 1912 by Chadwick1 . Barton 2 in 1930 was the first to study

x-ray production induced by protons. Using 25 keV protons on

Cu target, he was not successful in detecting any x-rays.

Bothe and Franz4 in 1928, published relative cross section

data for K-shell x-rays for elements Z = 12 to Z = 30, for

L-shell x-rays for elements Z = 34 to 79, and M-shell x-rays

for Z = 83. Bothe and Franz also reported absolute cross section

data for the K-shell x-rays of Al.

Gerthsen and Reusse3 ran the first successful experiments

with protons in 1933. Using protons of energy 30 to 150 keV,
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they observed K-shell x-rays from Al and Mg and L-shell x-rays

from Se.

In 1933 Henneberg 5 made theoretical calculations for

K-shell ionization cross sections for low energy protons and

alphas. He based his calculations on the plane-wave Born

approximation neglecting the Coulomb interaction between the

incident particle and the nucleus. He obtained his results

by using a non-relativistic Coulomb wave function for the

initial and final states of the electron. The agreement

between these calculations and the previous experimental data

was within the large experimental errors quoted.

In 1936 Peter6 bombarded Al with 13 keV protons; he reported

absolute cross sections data for the K-shell of Al. In 1937,

Livingston et al.7 bombarded several targets with 1-76 MeV

protons from a cyclotron and measured qualitative intensities

for K-shell and L-shell x-rays produced. In 1941, Cork8

qualitatively studied the x-rays produced by deuteron bombard-

ment of thirty-eight elements by studying the blackening of

photographic plates with respect to target elements. The

particles resulting from bombarding the target were deflected

in a magnetic field, thus allowing the undeflected radiation

to be absorbed by the photographic plate mounted at any desired

distance. The x-rays together with any gamma-radiation then

appear in the undeflected position on the photographic plate.

If the radiation produced when a certain beam passing through

an element of known thickness was sufficient to blacken the
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photographic plate at a fixed distance, then an estimate could

be made of the total number of photons emitted, and hence the

cross section was obtained by correlation of the number of

photons required to blacken a unit area of the plate.

In the early 1950's the development of NaI(Tl) detection

systems revived the interest in charged-particle-induced

x-rays studies. In 1953, lewis et al.9 measured K-shell ioni-

zation cross section for thick targets of Mo, Ag, Ta, Au and

Pb, the targets were bombarded by protons beam of energies

1.7 to 3 MeV. A NaI(Tl) detector system was used. In 1954

Bernstein and,Lewis o reported L-shell ionization cross section

for Ta, Au, Pb and U in the energy range 1.5 to 4.25 MeV.

They used a NaI(Tl) detector system and thick targets. In

1954, Zupancic and Huusil studied proton induced x-rays on

tim. In 1956, Hansteen and Messelt1 2 used thick targets of

Cu and Mo to study the x-ray cross sections using a proton

beam of 0.2 to 1.6 MeV. They used a NaI(Tl) detector system.

In 1957, Singh13 reported K-shell ionization cross sections

data for thick targets of Ag and Cu in the energy range of 0.4

to 1.0 MeV. A proportional counter was used in this work.

In 1958, Messelt 1 4 measured K-shell ionization cross

sections for thick targets of Fe, Cu, Mo, Ag, Sn and Ta. The

targets were bombarded by proton beams of energies from 0.14

to 1.3 MeV and a NaI(Tl) detector was used to detect the

resulting x-rays. In 1959 Band and Hansteen15 published a review of
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the previous calculations for the ionization cross section

and made new calculations based on a hyperbolic trajectory model.

Studies of characteristic x-rays gained more interest

recently due to the availability of high resolution Si(Li)

x-ray spectrometers. Rutledge and Watson1 6 compiled an

excellent review surveying the recent published work up to

1972 for K-shell and L-shell x-rays produced by protons and

alpha particles.

The experimental measurements for ion-induced x-ray cross

sections have been formerly reported for infinitly thick targets

geometry for a number of elements. However, recently x-ray

cross section measurements have been reported for thin tar-

gets of selected elements wherein the energy loss of the ion

beam is small in comparison to the incident ion energy. It is

typically observed that the thin target measurements allow a

greater degree of accuracy in the determination of the cross

section of interest because of the less complex analysis of

the data in comparison to the thick target data. For a thick

target, the x-ray production cross section a follows from
x

the differentiation of the x-ray yield Y(E) (in x-rays/pro-

jectile) with respect to the projectile energy E1

AY M2-Naa -PY(El)
Ax ABE,E xAx

using the chain rule

AY - AY. AE
Ax AE E Ax 1
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where

AB = S(El)
Ax E

then substituting to obtain the following equation

(E4T Y(E)
&x(Ei) =-S(E 1) + PY(El)

N2  AIB1

where N2 is the atomic density of the target, S(E) the stopping

power of the target for the projectile, and P the absorption

coefficient of the target for its own x-rays. The difficulty

in evaluating the slope of the thick target yield, and the

lack of reliable values for the stopping power introduce a

large error in the experimental measurements. Thick-target

cross section can be determined to a relative accuracy of 30%.

Thin target measurements can be performed with small

projectile energy loss in the target foil. The stopping power

for 1.0 MeV proton in Ag is 92.62 MeV-cm2/gm1 7 . The energy

loss of protons in an 11.5 pg/cm2 Ag foil is 1 keV which is

~0.1%. For higher energies the energy loss is even less

significant. The self absorption in thin foil is negligible.

The relative accuracy in measuring thin-target cross section

is of the order C110%. The main contribution to this error is

in the determination of the absolute x-ray detector efficiency.

Accompanying the technological developments which have

allowed the higher accuracy in the cross section measurements

has been the work on the theoretical interpretations of the
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ion-atom interaction for light ions (protons, alpha particles,

helium-3, and deuterons). The theories have developed along

two essential pathes, (1) the semi-classical interpretations

of the semi-classical approximation (SCA) by Bang and

Hansteen1 5 and the binary encounter approximation (BEA) by

Garcia, Gerjouy, and Welker18 and (2) the quantum mechanical

theory as found in the plane-wave Born approximation (PWBA)

by Khandelwal, Choi, and Merzbacker19 . Recently Hansen20

has reported the development of the constrained binary-encounter

approximation (CBEA). The predictions of the CBEA differ

substantially from BEA in that the ionization cross sections

from the CBEA are a stronger function of energy than those

predicted by the BEA. In the case of the PWBA it has been

observed for K-shell processes studied with protons that the

PWBA generally overestimates the ionization cross sections

particularly at lower proton energies (E < 0.5 MeV). Basbas,

Brandt, and Laubert2 1 ,2 2 have reported corrections to the PWBA

based upon (1) a binding energy increase for the electron at

the time of ionization by the incident ion and (2) a hyperbolic

trajectory correction for the ion because of the ion-nuclear

interaction. The results of these two corrections to the PWBA

are found to lower the predicted values for the ionization

cross sections for the K-shell. Basbas, Brandt, and Laubert2 1

show the results of the corrections to the PWBA in the case of

K-shell x-ray processes for protons on Al. Lear and Gray23

have given comparisons of the effects of the binding energy
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correction to the PWBA for K-shell processes in the elements

Co, Fe, Cu, Zn, Ge, Ga, and As.

It is noted that the PWBA, BEA, SCA, and CBEA are non-

relativistic theories. Hansen does include an approximate

relativistic correction for the CBEA. With the development

of these theories and, particularly, the modifications of the

PWBA the need for K-shell x-ray cross section data in the

heavier elements has become evident. When the electron binding

energy in the K-shell exceeds ~10 keV, the need for relativistic

corrections may arise. The comparison of the non-relativistic

theories, PWBA and BEA cross sections at lower energies

(E = 2.0 MeV) for the heavier elements may require the increased

complexity of a relativistic electron picture of the K-shell.

Jamnik and Zupancic24 have calculated the Ag K-shell

ionization cross section for protons using a relativistic

hydrogenic wave function approximation. Their results will be

discussed and compared with this work in Chapter IV.

In addition to the points raised concerning the under-

standing of the fundamental processes of ion-atom interactions

it is important that the values of proton-induced K-shell

x-ray cross sections be measured in order to provide more

complete experimental data to be used in analytical work. The

use of ion-induced quantitative analytical techniques in

materials studies, biological investigations and ecology areas

is a rapidly developing area. The accuracy and utility of

trace element determinations and stoichemetric assay depends
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directly on the availability of reliable proton-induced

x-ray cross sections.

With such consideration in mind it was decided to study

the K-shell x-ray and production ionization cross sections

for protons on thin targets of the elements Ag, Cd, Sn, Sb,

Te, Ba, and La. Comparisons to the PWBA with corrections for

binding energy and/or hyperbolic trajectory, the BEA and the

CBEA (approximate relativistic correction) are made.



CHAPTER II

THEORY

In the introduction, the theories governing the ion-atom

interaction for light ions were stated. The two theories

applicable to the energy range of this work are the binary

encounter approximation (BEA), where the dominant interaction

producing the ionization is considered to be a direct energy

exchange between the incident particle and the bound electron,

and the plane-wave Born approximation (PWBA). Both theories

make the assumption that the vacancy in the inner-shell is

produced by a direct Coulomb interaction between the incident

heavy charged particle and the bound electron.

In the semi-classical approach, Garcia et al.18 considered

the collision between two free charged particles 1 and 2. The

initial velocities of these particles in the laboratory system

are v = v1 n1 and = v2n2 respectively. After collision the

laboratory velocities are v = v n and = v n2 . The center

of mass velocities for both particles before and after collision

are v = vn and v2  vn before, v = v n and v = v n-l 1 -= 2-2 1 -1-1 -2 -2-2
after. The relation between the two systems is v1 = V + v 1
etc. where V is the velocity of center of mass relative to the

laboratory system, and V M1M +M 1m + M 2v ), M =(ml+ )
and v =M m2V'v2=M~m1, v, =~m2v = -M m v'-l -2m~~ 1 M 2 v -2 =- 1

10



where = - 2= vn, = - v'n' are the relative

velocities before and after collision.

By choosing a fixed system of spherical coordinates such

that the polar axis is along V, the values of v and V can be

determined for given v and v2 . In this system the polar

and azimuth angles of n and A' are 0, q and 6', 4' respectively.

Assuming that particle 1 is the incident particle, the

energy gained AE by particle 2 (as seen in the laboratory

system) is shown by Gryzinski2 5 to be

AE = 1 '2 22 1 m(v 2 V'2

AE = m2V ( 2 - v2 ) = vV(cosO - cose_') (2)

where p = mlm2 M is the reduced mass. This shows that for

given v1 , v2, AE is a function only of 0'. Differentiating

equation 2 gives

d(AE) = pvVsin0'dG' . (3)

For given v1 , v2 , let o(v1 ,v2 ) be the total cross section, then

GAE(vl'v2 ) is defined by

= .r a v ' (4)

where aAEvl'v2 ) is the cross section for the transfer of an

amount of energy AE. Now if a(v,nt+n'') is the corresponding

differential cross section for scattering in the center-of-

mass system, it is also true that

11



(viV2) = f dnIa(v,n*n')

which gives

o(v1 ,v2) = 1 ~fd(AE)d$'a(v,n*+n*')
vV ~ ~

Equations 4 and 6 imply

GAE (v1V2 ) - f d$'jv,A+A')
pivV~

Considering the case of Coulombic interaction which is the

case of interest in this work,

Z Ze

=--2 csc(IX)
2pv 2

(8)

where X is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass system

(the angle between n and -n'), and Z e, Z2e are the charges of

particles 1 and 2.

Using the identities:

sin (X/2 ) 2
- (1 -cosx) /

cosX = cosecosO' + sinesino'cos($ -' (10)

it is found that

aAE(Vl'v 2 ) = (1/PvX(ZIZ2 e2/pv
2 ) 2 0f2 dp 1/(a-b cose) 2 (11)

12

(5)

(6)

(7)

and

(9)

cy(v, n+n')
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where a = 1 - cos cosO', b = sinesine' or

aAE(v1,v2) = 2 2(ZlZ2e2)2 2 /v2|AEI3 x (12)

(1 - cos2 6 - AE/BvV - cose) , (13a)

where

-1= cosO - AE/pvV = 1 -(13b)

This restriction guarantees a 0. If inequality 6b is not

satisfied, then

aAE(ll'v2) = 0 - (13c)

Equations 13 are the convenient form required for calculating

ffAB the effective cross section which is needed for the
calculations of the ionization cross section. aAF (v 1 v2 ) is
the effective average of a AE over all orientations of v1 and

v2 for fixed speeds.

Supposing that the target, particle 2, has an isotopic

velocity distribution in the laboratory system then for any

effactual v1 , an is defined by

vIaAE = (1/47)fdn2jv1 -2n2 AE l' 2) (14)

This definition of aE applies where particles 2 are bound

electrons in stationary atom being ionized by a beam of

incident protons. Since the distribution of v2 is isotropic,

effthen aAE does not depend on the direction of npS but depends
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only on the magnitude of v*I, V2 and hence can be averaged over

n, as well as n2.

Garcia et al.1 8 gave the ionization cross section for

protons incident upon atoms to be

Z ni E lC effion = ui &AE (', 2 ,)dAE , (15)

where ni is the number of electrons having ionization energy

ui, E 1 is the energy of the incident proton beam, and X is the

ratio of proton mass to electron mass. The final expression

for the ionization cross section follows from equationl5, upon

averaging over the speed distribution of the bound electron

and summing over all the electrons in the subshells:

(v1)0(
o 0 ion(v,v2f(2)dv2  , (16)

where f(v2 ) is the speed distribution of the electrons which

can be determined classically from a micro-canonical ensemble,

Considering a hydrogenic atom:

f(v2) = ci6(H-E)d3r (17)

=cf 6(m2 /2 - Ze2/r + U)4rr2dr - (18)

When normalized to one electron in a total energy state -U,

Garcia2 5 gives this speed distribution to be

f(v2) = 32vs/Tr[v2/(v2 + v2) ](19)
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where

v0=(2U/m) 1 / 2  
(20)

This method of calculation has the advantage of a

scaling law26'2 7 : Given the cross section for the ionization

of one electron with binding energy Ua by a proton of energy

E1 , the cross section for ionization of an electron b whose

binding energy Ub is given by

O(Ub,El*) = (U/U)(Ua,E) ,(21)

where

E1  = (Ub/Ua)EI (22)

Garcia, Fortner, and Kavanagh28 have done the integration of

equation 16 and the averaging over the speed distribution by

numerical techniques. The results for the case of proton

ionization of the K-shell are published in tabular form.

Appendix A shows a sample calculation with the needed numbers

taken from this table.

The second theory which applies to this work is the

quantum-mechanical Plane-Wave Born Approximation (PWBA). The

validity of this theory depends on three assumptions:

1) The incident particle acts as a point charge. This

condition can be satisfied by having ZI/Z2<1, where Z1 is the

atomic number of the projectile, and Z2 is that of the target

atom.
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2) The initial and final waves of the projectile are plane

waves. This condition is satisfied when the Coulomb interaction

between the two point charges, Zle and Z2e is so weak that one-

half the distance of closest approach in a head-on collision

is smaller than the optimum penetration distance for the

K-shell ionization 15. This assumption gives the following

inequality

v >> z 6 1 ka(m /M )v 3k(23)
2 1lk e 1 2k (3

and

6k = Uk/Z2kR , (24)

where vl, M, are the velocity and mass of the projectile,

v2k the mean K-shell velocity, Uk the binding energy of the

K-shell, Z2k the effective atomic number of the target

(including screening factor, Z21 = Z2 - 0.3), and R is the

Rydberg constant. This condition neglects the effect of the

Coulomb deflection.

3) The target electrons stay in an unperturbed state.

This condition is satisfied if the time of response of the

electron in the K-shell is longer than the time of the particle-

electron interaction

V >> ek:v2k/2 (25)
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To summarize, the PWBA is a theory for small charged

particle with high velocity but can be modified by certain

conditions for real projectiles at low velocities.

From condition 2, if

3 3 (< 126)
v1/v2 k ~ 2 2k l(me/Ml)

then the Coulomb deflection of the projectile by the field

of the target nucleus will prevent the particle from deep

penetration into the K-shell. And,from assumption 3,if

vi/v2k ~ 6k/2  ,1(27)

then the binding energy of the target electrons is changed

due to the penetration of the projectile. These two effects

will be discussed later in this chapter and adjustments to the

PWBA will be made accordingly.

The PWBA gives the following formula for the differential

cross section in the center-of-mass coordinates:

dan'n (Q)/dQ = (M2/47r2h4 ) (V'/V1) x

Zle 2 exp[ih(p-p)]+Zle'nr)dprdR),(28)

nR - r I n( d

where M is the reduced mass of the incident particle, R its
position vector; vl, p are the velocity and momentum before
collision; vi, p' are the velocity and momentum after collision,

r is the relative position of the atomic electron with respect
to the nucleus, in' nt are the initial and final wave functions
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of the electron respectively, and Zle is the charge of the

incident particle.

Introducing the quantity hq = - p'' as the vector change

of momentum, and integrating over the coordinates of the

particle, the following equation is obtained

da n'(q) = 82 2(e2/hv )2 (dq/q3)

S?* exp(iq*r)n(r)dr 2  -(29)

This expression was arrived at by employing the fact that2 9

hq= p-' = h(k - kt ) (30)

and that

kk' = qdq/sin0 dO . (31)

Equation 29 may be reduced further by summing over all the

substates of the initially filled shell and integrating over

all directions of the ejected electron. Considering an energy

transfer between E and E + dE, the differential cross section

can be written as

d2aEs 81Z 2(e2/hv1 )2 (2dq/q3) Fs(q) 2dE , (32)

where s denotes the shell, s = 1,2,3... for K, L, M--- shells.

The factor of 2 in 2dq/q3 takes care of the double occupancy

of each subshell. F is the form factor.
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By using an approximate wave function for an atom which

describes inner-shell ionization as a one-electron transition,

the form factor can be determined. The Schr6dinger equation

is used to determine the wave function:

-(h/2m)V 2- (Z2se 2/r)p + Vs(r) = E' , (33)

where E' is a stationary state energy of the electron, Z2s is

the effective nuclear charge which accounts for the screening

of the nuclear charge of s shell by inner subshells as deter-

mined by Slater30 , and Vs(r) represents the reduction in

binding energy of the electron due to outer-shell electrons

and is nearly constant.

Here it is assumed that the wave function is hydrogenic;

thus equation 33 becomes

-(h/2m)V 2 P- (Z2se 2/r)p = (E' - Vs) , (34)

where Vs is determined from the actual ionization potential

of the s-shell:

2 2
Vs = (Z2 2/s )R, - Us , (35)

where R, is the Rydberg constant, and Us is the ionization

potential of the s-shell.

Khandelwal et al.19 define a screening number Os, "ideal
ionization potential" as

US = OS (Z2s/s 2 )R (36)
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or

= s2Us/Z2R . (37)

0S is proportional to the ratio of the true binding energy

to that predicted by a hydrogenic wave function.

Substituting into equation 34 and making use of the

hydrogenic wave function,

T - Vs = h2k2/2m , (38)

where T - Vs is the kinetic energy of the electron at infinity,

and k is the hydrogenic wave number, then

E = T + U = (h2k2/2m) + (Z s/s2)R . (39)

To simplify the expression for the cross section, the following

dimensionless quantities w, K, and Q are introduced as

wZ 2 R, = E, K = ask, and Q = a212 where a= a0/Z 2 s, and a0
is the Bohr radius of hydrogen.

Equation 39 now becomes

w = K2 +IL (40)

which gives the following expression for equation 32:

s=87TZ (e2/hv) 2 (a/Z2 s x

W fwmax dw fO(dQ/Q 2 )FWS(Q) (41)
wmin Qmin
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where

Qmin = W 2 /4B 9(42)

By definition one has

1s= (1/Z2s)(hv1/e 2)2 = mE/MZ2sR (43)

and thus for the K-shell

k =(87a2/Z 4k kk ' (44)

where

k = Wminmax dw Q (dQ/Q2)IFwk(Q)f 2- (45)

Khandelwal et al.19 tabulated the values of fk as a

function of 0k and Bk. These tables were used in calculating

the K-shell ionization cross section for the plane-wave Born

approximation. In certain cases interpolations of these tables

were necessary. A sample calculation for Ag at proton energy

of 2.0 MeV is given in Appendix B.

As mentioned earlier, two corrections to the PWBA may be

important. The first correction is due to the increase of the

electron binding energy when the inner-shells are penetrated

by the incident particle. The increased binding energy of the

electron to the K-shell reduces the probability of ioni-
31,32zation . This correction becomes more significant at low

velocities, i.e., low incident energy, since the particle at

low velocities has to penetrate to distances of order q-1
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into the K-shell to cause ionization, where hq0 = Uk/v 1
is the minimum momentum transfer in the ionization of the K-

shell electron with binding energy Uk. Under this condition

the time of collision of the incident particle is much larger

than the time of the electron response to the presence of the

particle.

Basbas, Brandt, and Laubert21 calculated this correction

by defining the perturbed binding energy as

U' = EU , (46)

where

= I + (2Z/Z(2k k k 
(Y47)

Where g(Ek) can be calculated to within one per cent error

from the expression

g(k) = ( -5[+5k+7.14E2+4.27E3+0.927j 7 ,4(48)

where

k = 2q 1/2/0k = 2(ER/A)Z1/2z2k/Uk) (49)

In deriving the PWBA, it is seen that the only place

where Uk appears is in the expression for 0 k, thus the binding

energy correction to the PWBA is introduced by replacing 6k
by 6k where Ok = 66k*

Thus when the binding energy effect is included, the

cross section becomes
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B

k Yk ka k, Oek) (50)

The superscript B indicates that the binding energy correction

(BEC) is included. These calculations were made and compared

with the measured values. Appendix C gives a sample calcu-

lation of the PWBA with binding energy correction for Ag.

Bang and Hansteen15 used a first-order time-dependent

scattering theory to calculate the K-shell ionization cross

section, assuming that the incident particle moves in a hyper-

bolic trajectory due to the Coulomb field of the nucleus.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the effect of the

Coulomb deflection is to obstruct deep penetration into the

K-shell, thus reducing the probability of ionization. Basbas,

Brandt, and Laubert2 1 introduced this correction to the PWBA

in the form

CD

k = 9
1 0 (d 0 >Yk , (51)

where 0 = 9E1 0 (x):= 1 for all x 0 and Trdq 0 is given in terms
2

of nk/ek as

2- 2 -3/2idq0  = (r/2)Z(me/mp)-k 2 k/ -3 (52)

or

Tdq0  =T0k/2A n3/2 = /2(RX/E3)1/2UkZ ,(53)k k/(R/E) kZ2k

where the function,

E10 (x) = fct~10e -xt dt (54)
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is the exponential integral of order ten33 . A good approxi-

mation that is adequate for the purpose of this work gives

the following expression for the above integral 3 1

9E10 (x) = [9/(9 + x)]e-x (55)

This is obtained by using the first term in the expansion

since it is the only significant one. 22 Thus the Coulomb

deflection introduces a dependence of the cross section on

the projectile mass and an additional dependence on 0k and
2kBk/Ok. The effect of the Coulomb deflection vanishes at

incident energies such that Trdq0 << 121

The computer code (for IBM 360/50 system) SIGCAL was

written34 to calculate the cross sections as a function of

energy. This code did the interpolations of the tables

available for each theory. The code SIGCAL calculated the

predictions of the BEA, the PWBA, and the PWBA with binding

energy correction. The Coulomb deflection correction was

added to the code recently. A listing of SIGCAL and a

typical set of the results are given in Appendix E.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Proton beam up to 200 nanoamperes was provided by the

2MV Van de Graaff accelerator of the Regional Nuclear Physics

Laboratory, North Texas State University. The proton beam

was magnetically analyzed by a calibrated magnet to an energy

of Ep 5 keV. The 27A1(p,y)28Si and 7Li(p,n)7Be reactions

were used to calibrate the magnet system. The projectile

energy was then calculated from the expression

E = C(HPV)2

where HPV is the Hall Probe Voltage for the magnetic field

sensor of the magnet and C is a constant determined in the

calibration.

The x-rays produced in the target were brought out of

the vacuum system through a 0.0125-mm Mylar window. These

x-rays then pass through a 0.025-mm Be window on the KEVEX

Si(Li) x-ray detector with a resolution of 168 eV at 5.898 keV

and 30 mm2 x 3 mm active volume. The detector was placed

outside the vacuum system at 900 to the direction of the beam.

An additional absorber of 0.25-mm Mylar was placed between the

x-ray detector and the target to suppress the L-shell x-ray

components,which were 3 orders of magnitude larger in intensity

than the K-shell radiations.

25
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The pulses from the detector passed through a F.E.T.

charge-sensitive pre-amplifier which is attached to the

detector, an amplifier, then to a Nuclear Data multichannel

analyzer. The bias on the.detector was a negative 1000 V.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the geometry and Figure 2 shows

a block diagram of the electronics.

The back-scattered protons from the target were detected

by a 340 yi silicon-surface barier detector. This detector

was placed inside the vacuum system at an angle of 1680 to

the beam direction. A 1.5 mm diameter collimator was placed

in front of this detector to restrict the counting area to

the center portion of the detector. A standardized 244Cm

alpha-emitting source was used to measure the solid angle

subtended by the detector with respect to the beam spot;

the alpha source was placed in the target position. The

number, Na, of alpha particles counted during a certain time

T was used to calculate the solid angle from the expression

S= 4 N
IT

where I is the intensity of the 24 4 Cm source in alpha

particles per second. The solid angle calculated in this

manner was found to be 1.53 x 10~4 Sr.
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Figure 1--Experimental station.
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Figure 2--Block diagram of the electronics.
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The efficiency of the x-ray detection system was

determined experimentally by using calibrated standardized

x-ray sources, following the procedure described by Gehrke and

Lokken35 , Hansen et al.36, Lear and Gray23 , and Wood, Rao,

Puckett and Palms2 5 . A precalibrated radioactive source was

placed in the target position inside the vacuum system to

eliminate geometrical difficulties. The absolute efficiency

includes the solid angle, absorption of x-rays in the detector

window and the air between the chamber and the detector, and the

efficiency characteristic of Si(Li) crystal. Hence an x-ray

emitting source was placed in the target position, and the number

of x-rays emitted, Nx, during a certain time T were counted.

The efficiency is then calculated from the expression

F = Nx/IxT ,

where Ix is the x-ray intensity of the source. The relation

between the x-ray intensities of a source and its y-ray

intensity was taken from tables developed by Gehrke and Lokken3 5

and Hansen et al.3 6 Figure 3 gives the efficiency of the

detector system used.

Thin targets were prepared by standard evaporation

techniques. Target frames were coated with self-supporting

layersof carbon. The backings were typically less than 50 g/cm2 .

The elements or compounds of the elements were then evaporated

on these backings,using standard techniques. For detail

description of thin targets preparationssee Kobish38 and
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Figure 3--Absolute detector efficiency.
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Dearnaley 3 9 . In the experiment, the targets were placed at

450 angle to the direction of the beam. The use of thin

targets eliminates two possible sources of error in the absolute

cross section measurements. First, with thin targets, the

change in energy of the protons as they traverse the target

is negligible. Second, self-absorption of x-rays in the target

is kept to a minimum. Typical energy spectra for x-rays and

charged particles spectra detection for Sn are given in Figures

4 and 5 respectively. The peaks appearing in the x-ray energy

spectrum are those of Ka and K groups respectively. The

detector's resolution was not enough to separate the Kl and

Ka2 or Kf31 and Kr 2 lines. The charged particle back scattering

spectrum shows the carbon peak from the target backing, the

thick target yield from the Faraday Cup, and the Sn peak.

Two Nuclear Data analyzers were used to record the data.

The data reproducibility was checked periodically and it was

found to be within the statistical uncertainty. The use of

two-analyzers system to take simultaneous spectra of the x-rays

and charged particle minimized the uncertainties arising from

nonuniform targets and target evaporation and integration errors.

Individual dead times in each analyzer were recorded and the

data were corrected accordingly.

To determine the number of x-rays detected, the counts

under the Kul and Ka 2 peaks to give Ka total and K3 and K 2

to give K total were summed, and the background was subtracted,

then dead time corrections were made. The same procedure was
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Figure 4--Typical x-ray spectrum of Sn.
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Figure 5--Typical charged particle spectrum of Sn.
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used to find the total number of elastically scattered particles

at the back angle of 1680.

The x-ray yield, Y (x-rays emitted/proton), from the tar-

get is given by

Yi = N x/c. Np

where N x = number of x-rays counted in the ith peak and e

is the efficiency for the x-ray energy of the ith peak.

Np is the number of protons incident on the target. The

x-ray production cross section ax, can be calculated by the

formula

ax = ZE(Yi/x)

where x is the number of target atoms/cm2 . x can be deter-

mined from the differential Rutherford scattering cross section,

da/dQ. Counting the number of protons, Nc, scattered into the

detector which is placed at an angle 0 = 1680 to the beam,

Nc = x(da/dQ)Np Q

where Q is the solid angle subtended by the detector.

Substituting in the expression for ax, the following

equation is obtained:

ax (Ni/Ei) (Q/Nc) (da/dQ)
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or

NotN+

ax (E) = 1- a ,

Nc d

where c. and c are the values of the detector efficiencies

for the Ka and K x-rays respectively. Na and N3 are the

sums in the Ka and K3 peaks respectively.

In this equation it assumed that the scattering of the

incident protons is totally Rutherford. This assumption was

justified by periodically checking the energy dependence of

the charged particle yield, that is YE2 ~ constant in agree-

ment with Golovnya et al. 4 0 .

it has been reported by Richard et al.41 for protons

that the K-shell multiple ionization for energies less than

2 MeV is of less than 10% of the single electron configuration

strength. Thus the use of the fluorescence yield for the

atom with one K-shell electron removed is valid.

The K-shell ionization cross section is then given by

Ia~~~

where wk is the fluorescence yield, i.e., the ratio of the

x-rays emitted to the total number of vacancies created. The

values of wk used were taken from Bambynek 4 2

The target thicknesses were determined from the differ-

ential Rutherford scattering cross section. As mentioned
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earlier in this chapter, the number of target atoms/cm2

x is equal to

x= Nc

Q Np
dQ

and the target thickness t,

= xA 2
t =-pg/cm,

where A is the atomic weight of the elements and AO is

Avogadro's number. Table I lists the measured thicknesses for

teh targets employed in this work along with the target

material.

The Ka/K3 ratios were calculated for each element in the

energy range. The average values were determined and compared

with Scofield43 predictions.

The standard deviation in the cross section was calculated

by the usual error analysis techniques. Statistical errors in

the experimental terms were calculated, and the deviations in

the fluorescence coefficients were those given in the literature;42

these deviations were 3 to 5 per cent. The largest deviation

was that of the efficiency which was 6 to 15 per cent. The

total deviations in the cross section measurements are 10 to

18 per cent.
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TABLE I

TARGET THICKNESS

Element

Ag.-...-...-..

Cd.....-......

Sn...-...-....

Sb...-........

Te.....-...-..

Ba.-.-.-...-..

La............

Thickness
(micrograms/cm2 )

11.5 0.2

11.3 1.2

95.7 3.9

60.3 4.1

79.7 6.4

35.7 1.1

60.9 4.8



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The measured K-shell ionization cross sections for Ag,

Cd, Sn, Sb, Te, Ba, and La are listed in Table II. Comparisons

are made to the measurements of Bissinger et al.44 and Bearse

et al.45 for Ag,and Lin et al.46 and Bearse et al.45 for Sn

and Sb. The agreement of the measurements of this work with

those reported by Lin et al. is to within 20%, while the Ag

data of this work agrees with the Bissinger et al. data to

within few per cent at Ep = 2 MeV. Bearse et al. reported the

Ka production cross section only; thus it was necessary to

multiply their values by (1 + 0) to compute the ionization
Ka

cross section in order to compare it with the measurements of

this work. The values reported in this work are in good agree-

ment with those of Bearse et al.

The K0 ratios were calculated for each element in the

energy range studied. There was no obvious trend in their

energy dependence. The average values for each element were

obtained. The agreement with Scofield43 predictions is within

the reported errors. This agreement substantiates the use of

the tabulated values of wk for single electron-hole transitions

in the K-shell. Table III gives the average values along with

the values predicted by Scofield 4 3.
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TABLE III

Ka/K, RATIOS

Experimental Theoreticala
Element Koa/K3 Kx/Kr

47Ag 5.2 1.2 5.12
48Cd 4.9 1.1 5.04

50Sn 4.7 1.1 4.89

51Sb 4.7 1.1 4.84

52Te 5.1 1.2 4.77

56Ba 3.3 0.9 4.56

57La 4.9 1.1 4.52

aReference43
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The predictions of the various theoretical models studied

in this work are listed in Table II. The predictions are

given for the PWBA, the PWBA with the binding energy correction

(PWBA + BEC) suggested by Basbas, Brandt, and Laubert2 1 , the

PWBA with the Coulomb deflection correction (PWBA + CDC) sug-

gested by Basbas et al.21 , the PWBA with both the binding

energy and Coulomb deflection corrections (PWBA + BEC + CDC),

the BEA and the CBEA (with an approximate relativistic correction

suggested by Hansen20 ). Figure 6 shows individual and combined

effects of each correction, the BEC and CDC, on the non-rela-

tivistic PWBA calculation for Ag. In general either correction

made to the PWBA causes a decrease in the ionization cross

section by ~25% at a proton energy of I MeV. The corrections

when applied jointly cause an overall reduction in the K-shell

ionization cross section for Ag of ~50% at Ep = 1 MeV.

A study of Table II shows that for proton energies from

1.0 to 2.0 MeV, the PWBA and CBEA calculations give very

similar results. Generally both theories overestimate the

observed cross section by order of 15 to 20% in this energy

range. Calculations were not performed for CBEA below 1.0 MeV

proton energy because of computational difficulties encountered

involving accuracy errors. The PWBA calculations, however,

were taken down to proton energies of 0.6 MeV by interpolation

of the tables by Khandelwal1 9 . In the cases studied the PWBA

predicts an ionization cross section which overestimates the

observed cross section with the theory and experimental values,
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Figure 6--Plane-Wave Born Approximation calculation with
and without the binding energy and the Coulomb deflection
corrections on Ag.
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diverging at proton energies less than 1.0 MeV. This behavior

suggests the need for binding energy and/or Coulomb deflection

corrections. It is to be noted that testing of the criteria

for the validity of the Born Approximation shows that at the

proton energies of this work the effects of perturbed binding

energy and Coulomb deflection of the projectile should be

included. There is, a priori, no reason to prefer one correction

over the other, as it is observed that either correction causes

a decrease in the predicted PWBA cross section such that the

calculations are in better agreement with the data. However,

as the atomic number of the target increases from Z = 47 (Ag)

to Z = 57 (La), the PWBA + BEC gives the better overall agree-

ment with the measured ionization cross sections. The

utilization of both corrections in the PWBA calculations gives

theoretical values which fall below the data by ~30% at 2.0

MeV,and the deviation increases to ~70% at 0.6 MeV. This

effect is illustrated in Figure 7,where all the measurements of

this work are compared to the PWBA, the PWBA + BEC, the PWBA +

BEC + CDC, and BEA calculations in a universal representation.

The BEA calculations give a good representation of the data for

E/Xu 0.02. However for E/Au ~ 0.022 the BEA begins to fall

below the datawith an average deviation of 20% at E/Au = 0.04.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the theory to the experimental

data for Ag,where aexp/ath is given as a function of E.

At this point it may be instructive to consider the ratios

of the experimental over theoretical values of the cross sections
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Figure 7--Universal cross section curve.
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Figure 8--Comparison of experimental and theoretical cross
sections for Ag.
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for the PWBA and PWBA + BEC + CDC in that the relative energy

dependences can be clearly depicted in such a fashion. Figure

9 illustrates such ratios for Ag (Z = 47) and Ge (Z = 32).

The Ge K-shell ionization data was taken from the previous

work of Lear and Gray23 . It is observed that a comparison

of the Ag and Ge ratios shows that the BEC and CDC give

relatively larger effect for the Ag ratios, as expected from

the structure of the corrections. It is also noted that the

deviations with proton energy are much more prominent for

Ag,with the values of the ratio axp/ath going from 1.28

0.13 to 1.60 0.16 over the energy range from 2.0 to 0.6 MeV.

The deviation from 1.0 at the lower proton energy for this

ratio tends to increase for increasing Z as, can be seen from

Figure 7. The effect of the BEC and CDC when included in the

PWBA calculations is to lower the predicted cross section as

a function of atomic number. This variation is seen in Figures

10 and 11, where the BEC and CDC respectively are illustrated as

a function of Z. Table IV gives the values for these cor-

rections as a function of Z. Sample calculations for the BEC

and CDC are given in Appendices C and D respectively.

Jamnik and Zupancic2 4 have calculated the Ag K-shell

ionization cross sections from protons, using a relativistic

hydrogenic wave function approximation. The results of their

calculations, which do not include binding energy or Coulomb

deflection corrections, give values of the ionization cross

section which overestimate the thin target data for the
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Figure 9--Comparison of experimental and PWBA with/out BEC +
CDC for Ag and Ge.
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TABLE IV

THE BINDING ENERGY AND COULOMB DEFLECTION CORRECTIONS
AS A FUNCTION OF Z AT E = 2 MeV

p

Binding Energy Correction Coulomb Deflection Correction
Z 9E1 0(x)

26 1.0607 0.9825

27 1.0594 0.9803

29 1.0569 0.9754

30 1.0557 0.9727

31 1.0546 0.9697

32 1.0535 0.9666

33 1.0524 0.9632

35 1.0503 0.9558

37 1.0483 0.9474

39 1.0465 0.9382

42 1.0439 0.9226

47 1.0401 0.8913

48 1.0394 0.8842

50 1.0380 0.8693

51 1.0374 0.8613

52 1.0367 0.8531

56 1.0344 0.8177

57 1.0338 0.8081
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Figure 10--The binding energy correction vs. Z curve.
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Figure 11--The Coulomb deflection correction vs. Z curve.
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K-shell of Ag by ~33% in the energy range of 1.7 to 1.9 MeV.

Choi4 7 has performed similar calculations for the K-shell

ionization of Ag,and his results agree with the work of

Jamnik and Zupancic.24

Using the Jamnik and Zupancic relativistic values for

Ag at proton energy 1.7 MeV, an estimate of the relativistic

effect on the present non-relativistic calculation can be

determined. The results of such an adjustment cause the

ratio for aexp/ath to go from 1.3 0.2 for the non-relativistic

PWBA + BEC + CDC to 1.0 0.2 for the relativistic PWBA,using

the same BEC and CDC factors. Hansen20 reports in the case

of the CBEA calculations that the effect of the approximate

relativistic correction increases with decreasing proton

energy. He finds that arel/Onon-rel is 2.44 at E/Xu =

0.012 and 1.31 at E/Xu = 0.04 for Ag. In the L-shell calcu-

lations by Choi47 a similar effect is noted for Ho. This

suggests that the proper inclusion of relativistic electron

effects within the PWBA calculations may be necessary in order

to give a better agreement between the PWBA theory and the

observed data for the K-shell ionization in elements for Z of

order Z = 50. The BEC and CDC included together in the PWBA

overcorrect the theory. The relativistic corrections may

tend to counteract this feature.

With these points in mind further work is suggested for

K-shell ionization by protons on thin targets of heavier
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elements and lower proton energies on the majority of elements

in order to establish a clear understanding of the K-shell

ionization description.

At present, for the purpose of computing proton ionization

of the K-shell for elements from Ag to La, it is observed that

errors of no larger than ~10% are encountered in using the non-

relativistic PWBA with BEC. This result gives some flexibility

to the work involving applied ion-induced x-ray analytical

techniques which may employ low energy protons, particularly in

those cases where experimental data is not yet available in

the energy range of less than 2.0 MeV. It is not suggested

here, however, that the PWBA + BEC is the appropriate

description of the process of K-shell ionization. it is

noted empirically that this theory gives the best overall

agreement with the data of this work.



APPENDIX A

In developing the BEA theory, it has been shown that

the cross sections for a given shell obey a scaling law. This

states that the product of the square of the binding energy of

an element and its cross section at a certain energy is a

universal function of that incident energy divided by the

binding energy of the element

2
Ukak E p

z I xUk

where Zi = 1 for protons, A = I..
me

These functions are tabulated by Garcia et al.28 and give

the corresponding value of

u2

kk

Z1 2
1

for a given

E
p

AUk

At 2000 keV proton energy incident on Ag with Uk = 25.517

keV and X = 1837,

E 2000
~~~ =30.0427.
Auk 1837 x 25.S17
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Extrapolating from Garcia's tables the corresponding value

of kUk is found to be k = 416.71 barns-keV2 and thus

k = 417.7 = 0.640 barns(25.517)2

Thus the K-shell ionization cross section for Ag at 2.0 MeV

proton energy as predicted by the BEA is 0.640 barns.



APPENDIX B

Khandelwal et al.19 derived the ionization cross section

using the plane wave Born approximation to be

a k 4 k8 k 'a 0k

2kTlk

where a0 is the Bohr radius, Z 2k is the effective charge of

the target nucleus corrected for the screening of the K-shell

by the inner-shells electrons. The value of Z2k is given by

Slater3 0 to be Z2k = (Z2 - 0.3) for the K-shell. fk is a

function of 6k and fk where

Uk 73.49 Uk
6k 2R2

Z2kRCo (Z2-0.3)2

and

me __

T1 Me=

k mp Z2'
p 2kROO

0.04 E
TI = pk (Z2-0.3)2

Substituting these values in the expression for ak' gives

a = (7.038 x 10-16)
k24 k- 0k) 4lk) -(Z2 ~ 0.3) 11k
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The values of fk have been tabulated by Khandelwal et al. 19

For given values of ' and fk, the corresponding value of fk
is found from these tables.

Using Ag with Z2 = 47 and Uk = 25.517 keV as an example,

at 2000 keV proton incident energy:

k= 0.860

and

k = 0.036

The value of fk corresponding to the above values of ek and

rik was found by interpolating the tables to be

fk = 2.41 x 10-4 ,

from which the cross section is

ak = 0.96 x 10-24 cm2

Thus the K-shell ionization cross section for Ag ionized by

2.0 MeV protons is predicted by the PWBA to be 0.96 barns.



APPENDIX C

The binding energy correction to the PWBA as proposed by

21Basbas et al. has the effect of increasing the K-shell

binding energy by a factor e:

U' = CU

where

2Z
= 1 + ZkEk)k

Zkk 
( k

is calculated from the following expression with an

error <1%,

+) = (1 + + ( + 7.1 4 E + 4.27E3+ 0.947E ),

where E k =2r1/

Ok

From the development of the PWBA calculation, it is seen that

the only place where U appears is in the expression for ek.
Thus the correction introduced to the PWBA by replacing 6k by

8',where

e'= 6
k k

For silver bombarded by 2000 keV protons from Appendix B the

values for 6k and flk are
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Ok = 0.86 and

T'k = 0.036

from which

Ek = 0.44

Substituting in the formula for gk(E) gives

W(Ok)=0.804 ,

which gives for c the value

c = 1 + 2(0.804) = 1.04
(47 - 0.3)Ok

The corrected binding energy is then given by

U' = 1.04 x 25.517 = 26.538 keV

and 0' = 1.04 x 0.86 = 0.894 and fk= 0.036.k

From the tables, the value of fk corresponding to the above

values of 6 and fk was obtained by interpolation and found to

be

fk = 18.798 x 10-5

Substituting this value for fk in the expression for ak

we get

(B _ (7.038 X10-1 6 )(18.798 x 10-5 -24 2k xx1- 0.76 x 10 cm .

(47 - 0.3) x 0.036
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The superscript B is used to indicate that the cross section

includes the binding energy correction.

Thus the change in binding energy due to the penetration

of the incident proton into the inner shells predicts the

value 0.76 barns for the corrected PWBA cross section of Ag

at a proton incident energy of 2 MeV.



APPENDIX D

The last correction to the PWBA was first discussed by

15 21
Bang and Hansteen1, then developed by Basbas et al.

This correction is introduced under the assumption that the

incident particle moves in a hyperbolic trajectory due to

the classical Coulomb field of the target nucleus.

This correction is given by Basbas et al. to be

9E10(x) 9 + x 0

where

x = ek
2, k 3/2 *

k

From Appendix B, for Ag at Ep = 2000 keV the values ofBk

and nk are

Ok = 0.86 and

nk= 0.036 ,

which gives for x

x = 0.108,

and

9E10 (x) = 0.887.

Thus the K-shell ionization cross section for Ag at 2000 keV

proton incident energy is given by

GkCD = 0.887 x 0.96 = 0.87 barns
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using the value of ak from Appendix B. And the K-shell ioni-

zation cross section with both the binding energy and Coulomb

Bdeflection corrections is given by using gk from Appendix C

instead of Uk,

k-B+CD = 0.887 x 0.76 = 0.66 barns.

The superscript CD is to indicate that the Coulomb deflection

correction is included.



APPENDIX E

The computer code (SIGCAL) calculates the cross sections

by interpolating the available tables for both the BEA and the

PWBA. Binding energy corrections and Coulomb deflection

corrections are also made to the PWBA. The code first calculate

the energies and the corresponding cross sections for the exact

values given in the tables which are within the energy range

specified on the range card. These values are then fitted with

a polinomial, then interpolated to give the cross sections at

even energies. The range should be specified for larger value

than the actual range of interest. The exact values given by

the tables and the interpolated values are both printed out.

These two values should be compaired before being used.
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C THIS PROGRAM DOES BEA AND PWBA CALCULATIONS BY MAKING USE
C OF PUBLISHED TABLES ON ACH THE T RY
C THE RANGES OF APPLICA; ILITY ARE AS FOLLOWS
C ScA-- PROTONS ONLY--ENERGY UP TO 5 MEV--TARGETS UP TO Z = 57
C PWt3A -- PROJECTILES UP TO ALPHA PARTICLES.-- ENERGY TO 5 MEV
C TARGETS UP TOZ= 57
C
C
C ******* *** ******* ******#* **C4*****4********************
C ***** DATA CARD FORMAT *** *
C ITEM COLUMNS FORMAT
C CLOEWORD 1-4 A4
C LAVEL 11-20 2A4.A2 4
C WHAT(1) 21-30 F1.0 *
C WHAT(2) 31-40 F10.0
C WHAT(3) ,41-50 F10.0
C WHAT(4) 51-60 -F10. *
C WHAT(5) 61-70 F1.0 4
C WHAT(6) 71-80 F10.0
C*4** **4***************** **4**************************

C
C
C **4 *** *4 *******************************
C CGODEWORD RANGE 4
C BEL LEAVE THIS BLANK 4
C WHAT) MIN ENERGY (KEV) 4
C WHAT(2) MAX ENERGY (KEV) 4

C IF THIS CARD IS OMITTED THE PROGRAM DEFAULTS TO *
C RMIN = 30.--PMAX = 3C00. *
C******* 44**4******4**** 4*4********
C
C
C ******* #4*a**4*****n4*** ********' ************4*******************
C CGDEWORD PROJECTILE *
C LAoEL NA ME OF PROJECTILE (IE. ALPHAS) *
C WHAT(I) I ZF PROJECTILE *
C WHAT(2) MASS OF PROJECTILE (IN AMU)
C IF THIS CARD IS OMITTED T HE PROGRAM DEFAULTS TO PROTONS *
C *******'4 ** ******** ******* **********4*******

C
C
C******* *' '*****************s**********************44 4*4***
C CODEWORD BA *
C LABEL NAME OF TARGET ELEMENT *
C WHA T(1) L OF TARGET ELEMENT *
C WHAT(2) MASS OF TAR GET ELEMENT (IN AMU) *
C********t **********4**** ************444444444
C
C
C* 4 ***** 4 *4***************tw'"4*44V~4** ***********************

C COEWORD PWRA *
C LAIbEL NAE OF TARGET ELEMENT *
C WHAT(1) Z f- TAF&GLT ELEMtNT 4
C WHAT(2) A S 0 TARGETELLMENT (IN AMU)
C THE PBA WITH BINDING ENERGY CORRECTIONS IS ALSO DC.NE WHEN
C PWBA IS CALLED.
C*****4#4 4 44 *4**'* '4-' '*4**4********* *4*4***4*4
C
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C
C******** 4************************ **'* ******************

C CCCEWORD BOTH 4
C LABEL NAME OF TARGET ELEMENT
C WhAT(1) Z OF TAPGET ELEMENT

C iHAT(2) MASS OF TARGEtT ELEMENT (IN AMU) *
C THIS CODEWORD CAUSES BOTH BEA AND PWBA SECTIONS OF PROGRAM
C TO BE CALLED *
Cn*******'*** *********4******~~4~44*************************************
C
C
C0* ** *****'**** 4*%****4*4********#*** ********************* ***

C CODEWCRD STOP
C THIS CARD TELLS THE PROGRAM TO TERMINATE
0*4 *** *** 't************ * *******************4***************

C
C FOR EXPLANATION ON THE ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATIONS SEE REFERENCE
C FXM> aHICH THE DATA TABLES WERE TAKEN
C THE CCURAC Y OF THE FITTED DATA SHOULD BE CHECKED WITH THE
C PI:CEEDING TABLE BEFORE THE FITTED VALUES ARE USED
C

DIMENSION X(11),XLABL(10),WHAT (1O)
DATA X/4FSTOP,4HBEA 4HPWBA,4HBOTH,44HPROJ,4HRANG,4HPRIN/
DATA B5 Bo, B7/4H PROT.94HON S I2
COMMON cA.A3.A4PZPMASSRMIN<rMAXU,L, A5,A6,tA7,PMINPMAX,PDEL

ICC FORMAT(A4.6X*2A4,A2,bFt.0Ot
20 PMASS=1A

PZ=1.
A5=85
Ab=B6

A7=B7
Ri Ir=300.
RMtX=3000.
PMIN=500.
PMA X=2C0.
PDEL=100

9C READ(5.i ')(XLABL(JJ),JJ=1,4),(WHAT(JJJ),JJJ=1,3)
IF(XLABL(I).EQ.X(3)) GO TO I
IF (XLABL().EQ.X(2)) GO TO 2
IF(XLABL(i).EQ.X(3)) GO TO 2
IFtXLABL(1).EQX(4)) GO TO 2
IF(XLABL(1).EO.X(6)) GO TO 6
IFtXL ABL(1).E .X(7)) G.0 TO 7

5 A5=XLABL(2)
A6=XLAL (3)
A7=XL AL(4)
PZ=WHAT(1)
PMASS= WHAT (2)
GO TO 90

6 RMIN=wHAT(I)
RMAX=wHAT (2)
GO TO 90

7 PMIN=WHAT(I)
PMA X=WHAT (2)
PDEL=WHAT (3)
GO TO 90

2 A2=XLABL(2)
A3=XLABL(3)
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A4=XLABL(4)
Z=HAT (1)
U=WHAT (2)
IF(XLABL(l).EQ.X(2).OR.XLABL(1),E0,X(4)) CALL BEACAL
IF (XLABL (1).EQ.X($).OXLABL (1).aEO.X (4)) CALL PWBCAL
GL TC 90

1 STCP
E N
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BEACAL 

SUBROUTINE BEACAL
DIM:NS12N B(50)fC(50) EE(5C).SIGMA(50)
DATA b/.00835..*0167.0250,,0334,.0417,.0501,.0584,.0668,.0751,

C.C835,.C918, .10,.19..117,.125.134..142..159..175,.192,.200,.217.
C.22!>.25C..275..3C1.o326.351,.417..465..582. 1699,.815,.932,1.05/

DATA C/.0G0125..001791.00738,O.019.0389,.o0680..107,.1 5 7 i.218
c *.269,.37 1,.4 62,. o5 6 .72,.a79C ,.-a915 ,.1.o05, 1.3 1.o6 , . a932.0 9v2.a41 v
C2. 5,3.6,3.54+,4.UI,4. 45,4.88v5*.87,6.55,7.70,8.42v8.o84,.03, 9 07/
CCMMON A2.A3 ,A4,PLPMASSRMINRMAX,U,L, A5,A6,A7,PMIN, PMAXPDEL

200 FORMA T(i0XF1l.2,4X.F15.5)
3t0 F()RMAT(lHI)
4L> FuRMfuAT X, [*BEA IGNIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR'.

C/1X.' BCMBARDMENT OF ',2A4.A2./,.PX*' WITH .'2A4*
C//,15X,' ENERGY',8X,' CRCSS SECTION')

500 FUMAT(///.1X' THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT 0
CF')

WRITE(6,300)
WRITE(6400) A2,A3.A4,A5,A6
KNT=0

J=G
R=1836. 929*PMASS
0=R*U
F=I.I/IU*U)
DO 10 I=1,42
L=64 I )*D
IF(F.Lt.RM1N) GO TO '10
IF(E.GT.RMAX) GO TO 40
J=J+I
EE( J)=E
SIG=C I )*F*PZ4PZ*(10**4.)
SIGMA(J)=SIG
WRITL(6,20U) E.SIG

10 CONTINUE
40 WRITE(6v500)

WRITE(6,400) A2.A3,A4,A5,A6
CALL INTERP(EESIGMAJKNTZP)
RETURkN
END
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SUBROUTINE PWBCAL
DI MENSIGN (2' ,12),G(2O ).THT(12).EE(50) SIGMA(50),CSIGM(50).,
CT(2 ),T2(2).T3(2C),T4(2 ),T5(2),T6(20),T7(2C),T8(2O)T9(20),
Ti0(2().GSIGM(50),BSIGM(50)

C
DA TA T1/6.772&-08,3. 336E-37,1.7T6E-C6, 1.082E-C5,3.762E-05,

C1.99b,-04,6.086E-C4,.1377E-0392.597E-03,6.636E-C3,h.301E-02.
C3.9 2E- 2, 7.727E-C 2, I.7755E-Ui,2,932E-01, 4.126E-C1,5.293E-01.
C6. 406E-01, 7. 453E-01, 9.336&E-01/

C
DATA T2/5. 455E-0L8.2. 7 6E- 7.i1.47E-6,8. 938E-06,3.136E-05,

C 1, i3-s .. I2E 41.93:E-03, 2.s273E-03v 5.895 E-03)v1.1'69E-02v

C3,573E-t2,7.159E-L2..667E-01,2.775E-01.3.922E-01,5.048E-01.
6. 123E-019 7.134L-UIl, 8.955E-0 1/

C
DATA T3/4.433E-O8.24.2C5E-07,1.170E-06,

L7.4i)3-062.-621E-05#1.437E-C"4,4.488E-04*1.037E-03,1.992E-C)3,

C5.241E-03,1.3O505-02, 3.273E-02.6.635E-02.1.567E-01.2.627E-01.
C3.731E-o1,4.8i8E-u1. 5.857E-01,6.835E-01,8.598E-U/

C
DATA T4/3.,61h-E08,1. 8C3E-07,9.634E-07,t,151E-06, 2.196E-05,

Ci. 222L-u 4. 3.S62Ei- 4, 9.221E-V 4.1.747E-0 3, 4.66 2E - 3, 9.452E-03,
C2.C99vE-2,u.153E-02,1.473E-01,2.489E-01.3.552E-01,4.601E-01.
C5.606E-01io.5E-01,v8.262E-01/

C
DATA T 5/3.264E-0 8. I.634L-07, 8.752E-07. 5.614E-U6.92.0 16E-05,

C 1.12'7E-0 4.3. 585E -04,8.41 --E-Ol'4, 1.637E-03, 4399E-C3, 965E-0 3,

C687L-02. 5.920E-02,1. 4JE-C1.2.424E-01.v3.467E-CI , 4.498E-01,
05.486E-0I*6.419E-C-.1b6oIE-01/

C
CA TA T6/ 2. 954c-08,1.481E-07, 7.959E-07,5.127E-06,1. 845E-0 5,

Ci. 41E-34,3.329E-04,7.852E-04,1.534E-s3,4.150E-03.8.505E-03,
C2.75CE-12,5..7u8E-U2,1.385E-01.2.360E-)It3.384E-01.4.:97E-01,
C 5. 370E-0 i..288E-01,97.945E-01/

C
DATA T7/2.4262 -08,1,221 E-07.6.598E-07.4.286E-06,1.554E-0 5,
8.886L-05.2.873E-04.6.842E-04,.348E-03.3.697E-C3,7.657E-03,

( .522E-02,5.z297E-02, 1.30 4E-01. 2. 2386-O1,3.225E-01,4.205E-01,
C5. 147E-201. 6.037E-01, 7.645E-O/

DATA T8/2.001E-08,1.OIIE-07,5.438E-07.3.593E-06,.312E-05,
C7. 59 -052.484E-4,5.97uE-04,1.185E-03.3.295E-C3,6.897E-03,
02.313E-'2,4. 9i7E-'2.i.227E-01,2.124E-01,3.076E-01,4.024E-l1,
C4.937E-01. 5.801E -01.7.362E-Q1/

C
DATA iT9/1.6 56E-O8.8.397E-08, 4.580E-07,3.A21E-06,1.111E-0 5,

C6.51'-*Q5,2.150E-04,5.215E-04.1.004L-03.92.938E-03,6.215E-G2,
C2.12zzc-02,4,5o6E-02,l,156E-012,.i6E-01, 2.935E-C1, 3.852E-01,
C4.73sE-01,5,577E-OI..7, 095E-Ol1/

C
DATA TA /I. 376E-08.b.999E-18. 3.8>4E-07.2.546 E-06.9.427E-06,

CS. 5b8E-0 5.1.864L-C4.,4.560 E-0 4,9.199E-04,2.622E-03,5.603E-03,
1.9T9 -Q04.2tzE-02,1.089E-0..915E-0i,23, ZE-1C,3,690E-01,
C 4.55d E-C1 .5.364 E-C1.6.8S4XE-'1/

C
DATA G/0.005,o. 07.0.01 ,C.015,J.02.0.03,O.04,.05,C.C6,O.08,G.i,
C. .15 .u.2 .0.3 .0. 4 .,.5 .,.6 .u.7 .0 .8 , 1.1/

C
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DA TA THT/0.78,0.0,t0.2,084*C,.85,0.86 .. 88,0.9C.o92.a94/
EQUIVALENCE ( I1).TI(1) $(042W .TL( LW,(0(41),TZ(1)U,

C I D(61),vT4 f1) ) D (81 ) *1T5 t1) ),(0 Cl0"I) oT6 1)),( D (12 1 VT 7 ( I

C(D(141),Td(1)) .1 D( 161) ,T9(l) ) ,(D(181).T10(1) )
COMMON A, A3.A4,PZPMASS 1RWINRMAXUZA5A6,A7,PMIN, PMAXPDEL

cCF r) bR M TI(10 X, F1.,4.2 , 4X,3F15.5)
3U0 FORMAT(iHI)
4t FLIRMAT(I0X,' PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR'.

C/ ,IX. IBCMBARMENT.OF '*.2t4A2/0GXO *WITH ',2A4,
C//*15X,' ENERGY',l8X,' CRCSS SECTION')

5U FRMAT4(///,1GX.' P-THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT C
CF')

600 FORMA T(iX,'THE BINDING ENERGY AND COULOMB DEFLECTION CORRECTED',
C/11x,.'FGRM OF THE')

61> FORM T(IlX,'THE BINDING ENERGY CORRECTED',/10X,' FORM OF THE')
620 FiOMAT(L0X,' THE COULOMB DEFLECTION CORRECTE*/.I0X,' FORM OF

CTHE')
7t0 FOR' AT (1 X,' PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR',

C/.luX.* BCMBARUMENT OF '.2A4A2./.l0X,' WITH ',2A4.
C//,15XU' ENERGY'.8X,' CRCSS SECTION')

800 FORMAT(IOX,' PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FUR',
C/lOX,' dOMbARDMENT OF '2A4.A.,/l0X.' WITH *.2A4,
C//,15Xt' ENERGY',8X,' CRCSS SECTION',4X,' CHECK')
WRITE f6z300)
WRITE(6,700) A2,A3vA4.A5,A6
F=183t.929*PMASS
KNT=0
ZP=Z-0.3
THETA=73.497*U/(LP*ZP)
DO 40 J=2#12
Jl =J-1
IF( T HETA.GE.THT(JM).ANO. THETA.LT.THT(J)) GO TO 70

40 CONTINUE
70 FACTR=(THETA-THT(JM))/ITHT J)-THT(J4))

JJ=u
00 50 K=1.20
E=G(K)*7P*ZP*F*(t.0126Cb)
IF(E.LE.RMIN) GO TO 50
IF(E.GT.RMAX) GO TO 60
J J=JJ+l
EEt JJ)=E
DP=D(K*JM)-(D(KJM)-O(K,J))*FACTR
S IG= 7.037*DP*PL*PZ* ( 10.**8. )/ (ZP*ZP* ZP* ZP*G( K) )

SIGMA (JJ)=SIG
C>:=2., (G(K1**.5)/THETA
GG=I,+5.*CE+7.14*(CE **2.)+4.27*(CE**3.)+C,947*(CE**4.)
GG=G;G/(1.E*5)

C THIS CARD USED TO REMOVE B.E. CoCRR. BY PUTTING EPS=.
EPS=1,+(2.*GG/(THETA*ZP))
CThTA=T-ciTA*EPS
CHECK=G(K )/(CTHTA*CTHTA)
DO 8C L=2.12
LM=L-1
IF ( CTHTA.GE.THT(LM).AND.CTHTA, LT.THT(L)) GO TO 90

80 CONTINUE
SC'CFACT=-1CTHTA-THT (LM)l/ (THT (LA-THT (LM))

CUP=UI ,LIM)-(0(KLM)- (K*L) ) *CFACT
CS IG=7.037sCDP*P ZPZ* (1.**8)/ ZP*44. J *G(K))



PwBCAL

CSIG (JJ)=CSIG
C THE FBLLCWING THREE CARDS ARE FOR THE COULOMB CORRECTION

X=,41593*TH T A/(2,*F*G(K)**L.5)
El0=LXP(-X)/(X+9.)
DSIGMJJ )=9.*E0*SIGMA(JJ)
BSIGM(JJ )=9.E10*CSIGM(JJ)
%RITE(65200) ESIGCSIGM(JJ)vDSIGj(JJ),BSIGM(JJ)

50 CON TINUE
0 iRIITE(6,5u0)
WRITE(6400) A2.A3,A4,A5.A6
CALL INTEPRP(EESIGMAJJKNT.ZP)
WRITE(6t300)
W R I T E(6,1530)
WkITE(6610)
WRITE( 6.80)A2,A3.A4,A5,A6
CALL FNTRP(EE.CSIGM,JJKNT.ZPU)
WRITE(6.3OU)
WRITE(6,500)
WRITEt6.62o)
WRITfE(6,80)A2,A3.A4,A5,A6
CALL INTERP(EEDSIGM.JJ.KNTZPU)
WRITE(t .300)
WRITEf 500)
WRITE(c.600)
WRITE(6800)A2.A3,A4,A5.*A6
KNT=1
CALL INTERP(EEBSIGMJJ.KNT.ZPU)
RETURN
END
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SUbkOUT INE INT ERP(EE9 SIGMA ,NtKNT 9 ZP)
DIMENSION At(21) ,LE(5C),S IGMA (50)
COMMON A 2,A3,A4, PZiPMAS S, MIN RMAXULA5,A6,A7,PPMINPMAX, PDLL

200 F0MAT(i0 XvFl.24X9FI.5)
300 FuOfMAT (1AX. Fl.2,4XFL5.5)

NTERMS=3
E=PMIN-PDEL

10 F=L+PDEL
CALL TkRPG(cESIGMAN,NTERMS.ESIG)
WRITE(69 20G) E.SIG
IF(E.LT.FMAX) GO TO 10
RETURN
END
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TERPO

SUBROJTINE TERPO(X,YNPTSNT ERMSXIN.YOUT)

DOUBLE PRECISION DELTAX,DELTAAPROD.SUM
DIMENSION X(50).Y(50)
DIMENSItN DLTA(I).A(10)

C
C SEARCH FCR APPROPRIATE VALUES OF X(I)

C
110 0 19 I=1,NPTS

IFf XIN-.X(I)) 13.17919
13 Il=I-NTERMS/2

IF(CI) 15.15v21
15 11=1

GO TO 21
17 YOUT=Y(I)
18 GO TO 61
19 CONTINUE

IU=NPTS-,NTERMS+1
21 I2=I1+NTERMS-1

IF(NPTS-12) 23.31,31
23 12=NPTS

11=12-NTERMS+1
25 IFftl) 2626,31
26 11=1
27 NTERMS=12-Il+1

C
C EVALUATE DEVIATIONS DELTA

31 DENOM=X (11+1)-X ( 11)
DELLTAX=( XIN-X(I I) 3/DENOM
DO 35 I=1,NTERMS
IX=Il+I-.

35 DELTA(I)=(X(IX)-X(II))/DENOM
C
C ACCUMULATE COEFFICIENTS A
C

40 A( )=YLII)
41 DO 50 K=2.NTERMS

PROD=1.
SUM=o.
IMAX=K-1

IXNAX=Il+IMAX
DO 49 I=1,.IMAX
J=K-I
PRCD=PRD*(DELTA(K)-DELTA(J))

49 SUM=SUM-AfJ)/PROD
50 A(K)= SUM+Y(IXMAX)/PROD

C
C ACCUMULATE SUM OF EXPANSION
C

51 SUM=A(1)
00 57 J=2,NTERMS
PROD=1.
IMP X=J-1
D0 56 I=1IMAX

51 PR D=PRG0*(DELTAX-DELTA(I))
57 SUi= SUM+A(J)*PROC
60 YOUT=UNI
61 RETURN

END
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PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
381.55

0.00
545.07

o) * Co
817.61

0.02
1090.15

0.07
1635.22

0.33
2180.30

0*87
2725.37

1.73

CROSS SECTION
0.00313

0.01178

0.05060

0.136 57

0.51366

1. 23 193

2.324'50

0.00214

0.00812

0.03614

0.09981

0.38991

0. 96311

1.86132

0.00078

0.00522

0.03247

0.10235

0.43898

1.11238

2.16074

THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT OF
PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
500.00
600.00
700.00
800.00
900.00

1000.00
1100.00
1200.00
1300.00
1400.00
1500.00
1600.00
1700.00
1800.00
19C0.00
2000.00

CROSS SECTION
0.00830
0.01581
0.02807
0.04667
0.06938
0.10056
0.14035
0. 18511
0.241 36
0.30908
0.38829
0.47898
0.57942
0.69132
0.81582
0.95292
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BEA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
391.39
782.78

1171.82
1565.55
1954.60
2348.33
2737.38

CROSS SECTION
0.00192
o.02749
0.113 34
0.29488
O *59743
.1..04436
1.64332

THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT OF
BEA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
500.00
600.00
700.00
800.00
900.00

1000.'00
1100.00
1200.00
1300.00
1400.00
1500.00
1660.00
1700.00
1800.00
1900.00
2000.00

CROSS SECTION
0.00290
0.00796
0.01700
C.02933
0.04357
0.06396
0.09050
0.12217
0.15867
0.20327
0.25595
0.31609
0.38380
0.46065
0.54663
0.64079
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT OF
TH BINDING ENERGY CORRECTED
FORM OF THE
PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
500*00
600.00
700.00
800.00
900.00

1000.00
1ico.00
1200.00
1300.00
1400.00.
1500.00
1600.00
1700.00
1800.00
1900.,0c
2000.00

CROSS SECTION
0.00566
0.01090
C.01967
0.03325
0.04966
0.07274
0.10254
0.13549
0.17798
0.22999
0.29154
0.36261
0.44101
0.52892
0.62776
0.73754

THE FOLLOWING- IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT OF
THE COULOMB DEFLECTION CORRECTED
FORM OF THE
PWBA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
500.00
600.00
700.00
800.00
900.00
1000.00
11(0.00
1200.00
1300.00
1400.00
1500.00
1600.00
1700.00
1800.00
1900.00
2c00.00

CROSS SECTION
0.00311
0.00728
0.01548
0*02942
0.04667
0.07197
0.10544
0.14309
0.19208
0.25240
0.32405
0.40705
0.49937
0.60301
0.71926
0.84813
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT OF
THE BINDING ENERGY AND COULOMB DEFLECTION CORRECTED
FORM OF THE
PABA IONIZATION CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
BOMBARDMENT OF SILVER
WITH PROTONS

ENERGY
500.00
600.00
700.00
800.00
900.00
1000.00
1100.00
1200.00
1300.00
1400. CO
1500.00.
1600.00
1700.00
180 .00
190.00
2000,00

CROSS SECTION
0.00210
0.00497
0.01081
0.02095
0.03333
0.05200
0.07700
0.10451
0.14137
0.18760
0.24318
.0.30812
0.38000
0.46120
0.55332
0.65634
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